
‘I will take responsibility for my 
learning, be intellectually 

curious and work independently 
at school and at home.’

EXAM BOARD: AQA COURSE CODE: 8700

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

Name: ………………………………………….     Tutor Group: ……..…..

Paper 1

1 hour and 45 minutes

Paper 2 

1 hour and 45 minutes

Source One fiction extract Source Two non-fiction extracts that are 

linked by a theme

Q1
Find explicit information and 

ideas from a specific part of the 

Source
Q1

Find explicit and implicit 

information from a specific part of 

a Source

Q2
Find and analyse the writer’s 

language choices in relation to a 

specific focus
Q2

Summarise information from both

Sources making inferences about 

this information

Q3
Identify the way that the Source 

has been structured and analyse 

the effect of this structure
Q3

Find and analyse the writer’s 

language choices in relation to a 

specific focus

Q4
Evaluate the Source critically and 

support this with appropriate 

textual references
Q4

Compare writers’ ideas and 

perspectives, as well as how these 

are conveyed (methods), across 

both Sources

Q5
Plan, write and edit writing that 

is appropriate for audience and 

purpose-describe or narrate
Q5

Plan, write and edit writing that is 

appropriate for audience and 

purpose-argue, persuade, explain
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Why is spelling important?

Aside from being given marks for spelling in exams, learning to spell is extremely useful if we want to become confident 

readers and writers. If you are constantly stopping to think about how words are spelled while you write, it can interrupt 

the flow of your thoughts, taking you away from what we want you to be thinking about: your choice of words and how 

you construct those words into sentences that communicate exactly what you want to say. 

If you are a confident speller, you are also much more likely to make adventurous vocabulary choices, selecting the exact 

word to communicate your message, rather than playing it safe and using a word you already know how to spell.

Being a great speller makes you a more effective communicator, allowing you to share your own thoughts and ideas with 

the world! 

Quizlet

All spellings are available on ‘Quizlet’. Follow the link and, if you haven’t done so already, create an account using your 

school email address

Link: https://quizlet.com/join/9Nx5MHGr4

Use the spelling pages to practice your weekly spellings. First, look carefully at the word. Study its shape and the order of

the letters. Then, cover the spelling; try to see it in your mind’s eye. Attempt to write the spelling out. Check your work-

have you missed a letter? Got letters mixed up or jumbled? Try again. Even if you get it right first time, practice makes 

perfect. Fill in the grid to ensure you are ready for your test in tutor time.

https://quizlet.com/join/9Nx5MHGr4
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